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Stay informed at

 kilterrural.com

 linkedin.com/company/ 
 kilter-rural/

The Murray-Darling Basin 
Balanced Water Fund

INVESTOR UPDATE

UNIT PRICE: A$1.90AUM: A$68.31M

APRIL 2021

Contact information

Fund Manager 
Kilter Pty Ltd 
ACN 111 305 349  
Address PO Box 2010, Bendigo DC, 
VICTORIA 3554 AUSTRALIA

Fund Trustee 
Kilter Investments Pty Ltd 
ACN 152 558 113 
AFSL 41 41 42 
Phone +61 3 5444 0112 
Email invest@kilterrural.com

Fund information
Name The Murray-Darling Basin 

Balanced Water Fund

Structure Unit Trust

Domicile Australia

Inception October 2015

Management Fee 0.55% per annum

Trustee Fee 0.15% per annum

Performance Fee 15% per annum

Hurdle Rate 6%

High Water Mark Yes

Minimum investment A$50,000

Administrator Unity Fund Services Pty Ltd

Registrar One Registry Services Pty Ltd

Auditor Pitcher Partners

Sponsor The Nature Conservancy 
Australia

Custodian Sandhurst Trustees Ltd

Legal Advisor McMahon Clarke

Summary data (net)

Month return (%) 0.33

Last three months 
return (%)

0.92

Financial year 
return (%) 

0.03

Rolling 12 months (%) -3.28

Performance since 
inception (%)

94.08

Since inception 
annualised [p.a.] (%)

13.18

The Fund posted a return of 0.33% for 
April, largely resulting from an uplift 
in entitlement values. After remaining 
stagnant for some time, this month saw 
rises in both SA and NSW Lower Murray 
High Security entitlements. Contracted 
cashflow helped underpin the result and 
operating expenses remain under budget.

Grand Junction Wetland
Grand Junction is a private wetland area 
of 73 hectares of River Red Gum, Black 
Box and Lignum communities, situated 
in NSW, at the junction of the Darling 
Anabranch and the Murray River (near 
Wentworth NSW). The site has multiple 
habitat types including a shallow water 
lagoon, deeper channels and Black Box 
and Red Gum communities. 

Figure 1: Grand Junction Wetland (Source: Murray Darling Wetlands Working Group)
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When wet, this site will likely promote a high 
diversity of waterbirds and as the water 
recedes, muddy flats will be exposed, which 
is expected to be an important refuge for 
waterbirds over the Winter period when there 
are limited wetlands available.

The Fund is helping support an Autumn 
watering event which is planned to:

• Provide much needed relief to stressed 
River Red Gums and Black Box as it has not 
received water since the 2016 natural flood 
event,

• Provide a refuge for a range of waterbirds, 
frogs, and other terrestrial fauna, and

• Encourage the recruitment of terrestrial and 
aquatic flora and may enhance some small 
gains already achieved from local rainfall 
and assist in rehabilitating some areas after 
a prolonged drought in the region.

Over the past nine months the entitlement 
market has remained resilient with relatively 
stable valuations despite the allocation spot 
market softening from over $200 per megalitre 
(ML) to under $100 per ML. These spot prices 
are also a long way from the above $800 per ML 
experienced only fifteen months ago. Even 
though the spot yield has been trading at low 
levels recently, trading volumes for entitlement 
have also reduced. This suggests irrigators 
increasingly recognise that short-term spot 
price dips do not negate the longer-term 
value of maintaining access to entitlement. 
The allocation spot market will always be 
dynamic as it reflects supply and demand 
drivers which are inherently variable, yet water 
will always remain the most vital and limiting 
input for high value agricultural production.

It is worth mentioning that the Fund’s portfolio 
is managed such that it operates with minimal 
exposure to the volatility of the spot market. 
The Fund’s portfolio consists entirely of High 
Reliability and High Security entitlement classes 
spread across the three southern Murray-Darling 
Basin (sMDB) states (NSW, VIC & SA). At 
the start of the current financial year the Fund 
had close to 70% of these entitlement classes 
leased to irrigators on multi-year terms where 
these lease deals were negotiated at a time 
when prices were much higher. Combined with 
its environmental donation obligations, the Fund 
started the year with less than 20% of its portfolio 
exposed to the spot market. Looking forward 
to the start of the next financial year, the Fund 
will have a smaller exposure to the spot market 
due to an increase in environmental donation 
obligation, whilst maintaining average contracted 
yields well above the current spot yield.

As the dry Autumn continues (see Figure 1), 
the allocation market lifted during the month 
from a low of $70 per ML at the start of the 
month to near $100 per ML at month’s end. 
Uncertainty surrounds how the upcoming 
Winter and Spring season will fare which is 
presenting challenges for irrigators to confirm 
their allocation carryover plans for the end 
of the water year. Coupled with the very dry 
Autumn and low inflows (see Figure 2), the 
Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) rainfall outlook 
is much less bullish than at the same time last 
year. Whilst dam storages have lifted to around 
20% higher compared to last year, the Murray 
River system, by far the largest storage system 
in the sMDB, remains at below average levels 
(see Figure 3).

Figure 2: April 2021 Rainfall Deciles (Source: BoM)

Figure 3: Murray River System Monthly Inflows (Source: MDBA)
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As mentioned last month, supply for the Murray 
system will be bolstered by large inflows 
currently flowing into the Menindee Lakes 
system.  Water NSW has revised upwards 
their estimate to between 800 to 1,000 
gigalitres (GL) of inflow that may reach the 
Menindee Lakes from the large rain event in 
northern NSW in late March. Murray irrigators 
will benefit with their seasonal allocations 
being secured by increased supply however 
the operational authority has indicated 
environmental and community interests will also 
be taken into consideration.

The dry Autumn enabled irrigators to complete 
harvest of their almonds, tomatoes and rice 
summer crops with minimal interruption. Early 
reports from cotton picking indicate that the 
very mild Summer and early Autumn has 
limited yields in some areas (up to 2 bales per 
hectare) due to a lack of heat units absorbed 
by the crop during the growing season. 
However good water availability, particularly 
in the Murrumbidgee system, and firming 
cotton prices are expected to support an 
expansion in the area planted to cotton in the 
coming season.

Overall, there is widespread optimism regarding 
the year ahead for many of the sMDB irrigators. 
Most commodity prices remain relatively strong 
with new season milk prices helping dairy 
farmers look forward to their best year for some 
time. Boosted by outlooks for constrained 
production in overseas markets, grain and 
oilseed prices have lifted strongly which is 
expected to result in high levels of plantings. 
It is a likely outcome that higher demand for 
water next year from an increase in irrigated 
production will draw down supply and put 
upward pressure on prices.

Figure 4: Murray River System Storage Trends (Source: MDBA)
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Disclaimer 
The information contained in this report and appendices is general information only about The Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water Fund (Fund) and does not take into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or 
needs. You should seek appropriate professional advice if, as a result of reviewing this information, you are deciding whether to invest, remain in, or invest further, into the Fund. You should otherwise make your own independent 
investigation and analysis regarding any information contained in this report. This report may include forward looking statements which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and factors beyond the control of the 
Fund’s trustee, its officers, employees and agents that cause the actual results or outcomes to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. Past performance is also no indication 
or guarantee of future performance. To the extent applicable. Kilter Investments Pty Ltd reaffirms the disclaimer information included in the information memorandum for the Fund dated 27 January 2021, as amended from time 
to time. The information provided in this report is private and confidential and should not be provided to third parties without the consent of the Trustee.

Strategy
The Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water 
Fund invests in permanent water rights 
in in the southern Murray-Darling Basin. 
It provides the first opportunity in Australia 
to achieve the multiple objectives of securing 
water for agriculture, realising a financial 
return and restoring threatened wetlands 
through a single investment.

Manager Background
Kilter Pty Ltd (trading as Kilter Rural) was 
founded in 2004. Kilter Rural’s purpose is to 
build long-term value for investors through 
resilient farmland and water investments. 
It is one of Australia’s largest water fund 
managers, and manages more than $500m 
of water, farmland and ecosystem assets. 
An information memorandum for The Murray-
Darling Basin Balanced Water Fund was 
approved and released on 27 January 2021.

Correlation 
S&P/ASX 300 0.01

Risk ratio 
Reward to risk ratio 1.32

Annualised standard deviation (%) 8.32

Downside deviation (%) 4.75

Sortino ratio 2.31

Maximum drawdown (%) 9.58

Percentage of positive months (%) 72.31

Fund performance %
(net fees and expenses)

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

2021 -1.61 0.02 0.57 0.33 -0.71

2020 0.01 -1.82 0.22 -4.03 -2.05 -1.28 1.30 -1.67 -0.38 0.84 0.73 -0.05 -8.00

2019 6.16 5.59 2.18 0.83 1.63 2.52 0.37 4.89 -0.04 8.17 2.83 3.89 46.34

2018 0.23 0.86 2.83 4.52 0.93 3.08 3.30 2.86 5.21 0.76 2.16 0.46 30.69

2017 -0.14 2.28 0.29 -0.51 -0.47 0.04 1.86 2.66 5.77 4.90 0.28 1.63 19.98

2016 -0.04 0.03 -4.70 0.17 -0.26 -2.71 0.96 0.21 -2.83 -0.69 0.24 0.75 -8.69

2015 1.41 1.41

Monthly 
Returns
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Stay informed at

 kilterrural.com

 linkedin.com/company/ 
 kilter-rural/

The Murray-Darling Basin 
Balanced Water Fund

INVESTOR UPDATE

UNIT PRICE: A$1.92AUM: A$68.70M

MAY 2021

Contact information

Fund Manager 
Kilter Pty Ltd 
ACN 111 305 349  
Address PO Box 2010, Bendigo DC, 
VICTORIA 3554 AUSTRALIA

Fund Trustee 
Kilter Investments Pty Ltd 
ACN 152 558 113 
AFSL 41 41 42 
Phone +61 3 5444 0112 
Email invest@kilterrural.com

Fund information
Name The Murray-Darling Basin 

Balanced Water Fund

Structure Unit Trust

Domicile Australia

Inception October 2015

Management Fee 0.55% per annum

Trustee Fee 0.15% per annum

Performance Fee 15% per annum

Hurdle Rate 6%

High Water Mark Yes

Minimum investment A$50,000

Administrator Unity Fund Services Pty Ltd

Registrar One Registry Services Pty Ltd

Auditor Pitcher Partners

Sponsor The Nature Conservancy 
Australia

Custodian Sandhurst Trustees Ltd

Legal Advisor McMahon Clarke

Summary data (net)

Month return (%) 0.94

Last three months 
return (%)

1.85

Financial year 
return (%) 

0.97

Rolling 12 months (%) -0.32

Performance since 
inception (%)

95.90

Since inception 
annualised [p.a.] (%)

13.15

The Fund delivered a return of 0.94% for 
May. This result was supported by revenue 
from contracted product deployment and an 
upward adjustment to the valuation of the 
Fund’s entitlement portfolio.  

The Fund is gearing up for next year’s 
donation of environmental water, which 
will be the largest to date - expected to 
be 3,800 megalitres which is more than 
double the previous largest volume of 
1,540 megalitres which was donated this 
year. The Fund’s model for making these 
donations is that more water is donated 
when water availability is higher. Whilst this 
might seem counter-intuitive, the scientific 
rationale for the model is premised on 
increasing the extent of wetland inundation 
and prolonging its impact when it does occur.  
Without the benefit of adequate inundation 
penetration and frequency, wetland resilience 

can be compromised which can render the 
wetland more vulnerable when the inevitable 
and increasingly dry periods occur.

Also, when these higher volumes are 
donated the opportunity cost to the Fund is 
mitigated as it typically occurs when water 
allocation prices are low due to the greater 
abundance of water supply in the market.

The allocation market was steady at around 
$100 per megalitre during May with 
forecasts of wetter conditions tempering the 
impact of the closing of trade access to the 
lower-priced Murrumbidgee market during 
May. Despite this period of low allocation 
prices, upward momentum appears to be 
building for entitlement values with most 
classes having risen in recent months after 
a six-month period of stability following a 
correction from early to mid 2020.

2020-21 Water Year 
Summary for the River 
Murray System
As the water season approaches the end 
of the year, it is of interest to review how 
the 2020-21 year has fared for the Murray 
system, by far the largest trading system in 
the southern Murray-Darling Basin (sMDB). 
The Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) 
operates and manages the Murray system 
and they adopt a June to May water year for 
their analysis purposes as this aligns with 
the commencement of the Winter-Spring 
period when tributary inflows increase, 
and headwater storages usually replenish. 
This allows the MDBA to report on system 
inflows, demands and storage levels across a 
12-month period in a way that best matches 
the systems hydrological and demand cycle.

http://kilterrural.com
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=gf&trkInfo=AQECxNtHUEg68wAAAXK7dWMgUSY1MrJbhVTS_1E_dqWxG3Z3XGvnduUTB1YvtIndFuDmnb1Sm09gkIfz8xle4q7e84YtdUbPmIP6X_849R31UtOohNm2tMSvX2227Xx2N8gMvTA=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fkilter-rural%2F
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=gf&trkInfo=AQECxNtHUEg68wAAAXK7dWMgUSY1MrJbhVTS_1E_dqWxG3Z3XGvnduUTB1YvtIndFuDmnb1Sm09gkIfz8xle4q7e84YtdUbPmIP6X_849R31UtOohNm2tMSvX2227Xx2N8gMvTA=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fkilter-rural%2F
mailto:invest%40kilterrural.com?subject=
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Rainfall Summary
Rainfall is the primary determinant for 
water availability and the 2020-21 year 
was generally below average for most of 
the Murray system, as shown in Figure 1. 
The NSW Murray catchments fared better 
with more rainfall than their Victorian 
counterparts but not as well as the 
Murrumbidgee catchments further north 
which experienced well-above average 
rainfall during the year.

Inflows Summary
Inflows from rainfall events are highly 
dependent upon how dry the catchments 
are at the time. Soils need to be first 
saturated before they yield runoff and 
generate inflows that can lift dam storage 
levels. For the sMDB the critical inflow 
period is over Winter and Spring when 
catchments are saturated and primed for 
high rainfall to inflow conversion. Despite 
a tropical La Nina event being declared in 
September through to March, the 2020-21 
year delivered another below average 
inflow result for the Murray system 
(see Figure 2). Figure 3 highlights that 
there have only been four years in the past 
twenty where annual inflows have been 
above the long-term average. 

Figure 1: Murray-Darling Rainfall Deciles - Jun 2020 to May 2021 (Source: BoM)

Figure 2: Murray System Monthly Inflows (excl Snowy, Darling, Inter-Valley Trade and 
Environmental inflows) (Source: MDBA)

 Figure 3: Murray System Monthly Inflows (excl Snowy, Darling, Inter-Valley Trade and Environmental 
inflows) (Source: MDBA)
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Water Demand and 
Temperature Summary
During 2020-21 water demand was 
impacted by the competing forces of:

• Lower on-farm rainfall providing 
less substitute and thus increasing 
irrigation demand, versus

• Unseasonably cool conditions over 
Summer and early Autumn reducing 
demand for irrigation.

As shown in Figure 4, the 2020-21 
Summer was the coolest in 15 years and 
well below the rolling 5-year average 
(represented by the black line).

Water Storage Summary
The 2020-21 inflow conditions continued 
to result in the active storage for the 
Murray system remaining below the 
long-term average, although supply lifted 
quite sharply in May due to the impact of 
the high inflows into the Menindee Lakes 
system (see Figure 5). In early May the 
Lakes exceeded the 640 gigalitre storage 
threshold (37% full) such that additional 
inflows are recognised as a supply 
resource for the Murray system.

Menindee Lakes Update
By the end of May, the Menindee Lakes 
system had filled to a level above 62%, 
compared to below 18% only three months 
ago. Close to 800 gigalitres has flowed 
into the Lakes since the large rain event in 
the Upper Darling catchments occurred 
in late March. WaterNSW estimate that 
another 200 gigalitres may yet still reach 
the Lakes and reports of increased birdlife 
returning are encouraging signs for habitat 
rejuvenation.

Figure 4: Summer Mean Temperature Anomaly for Sth Eastern Australia (Source: BoM)

Figure 5: Murray River System Active Storage Trend (Source: MDBA)

Figure 6: Lake Menindee starting to see birdlife returning (Source: WaterNSW)
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2021-22 Outlook
For the last 12 months the Bureau of 
Meteorology (BoM) has forecast above 
average rainfall for most of the year 
however actual rainfall over the 2020-
21 year has been average or below in 
the sMDB. The BoM’s rainfall outlook 
is again bullish towards wetter than 
average conditions ahead (see Figure 7). 
With aggregated Murray storages still 
below average and the past two months 
remaining very dry in the sMDB 
(see Figure 8), the rainfall and storage 
outlook remains uncertain, particularly 
given water demand is expected to 
approach record levels in 2021-22.

Figure 8: Murray-Darling Rainfall Deciles – Apr to May 2021 (Source: BoM)

Figure 7: Murray-Darling Rainfall Outlook - July 
to Sep 2021 (Source: BoM)
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Disclaimer 
The information contained in this report and appendices is general information only about The Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water Fund (Fund) and does not take into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or 
needs. You should seek appropriate professional advice if, as a result of reviewing this information, you are deciding whether to invest, remain in, or invest further, into the Fund. You should otherwise make your own independent 
investigation and analysis regarding any information contained in this report. This report may include forward looking statements which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and factors beyond the control of the 
Fund’s trustee, its officers, employees and agents that cause the actual results or outcomes to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. Past performance is also no indication 
or guarantee of future performance. To the extent applicable. Kilter Investments Pty Ltd reaffirms the disclaimer information included in the information memorandum for the Fund dated 27 January 2021, as amended from time 
to time. The information provided in this report is private and confidential and should not be provided to third parties without the consent of the Trustee.

Strategy
The Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water 
Fund invests in permanent water rights 
in in the southern Murray-Darling Basin. 
It provides the first opportunity in Australia 
to achieve the multiple objectives of securing 
water for agriculture, realising a financial 
return and restoring threatened wetlands 
through a single investment.

Manager Background
Kilter Pty Ltd (trading as Kilter Rural) was 
founded in 2004. Kilter Rural’s purpose is to 
build long-term value for investors through 
resilient farmland and water investments. 
It is one of Australia’s largest water fund 
managers, and manages more than $500m 
of water, farmland and ecosystem assets. 
An information memorandum for The 
Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water 
Fund was approved and released on 
27 January 2021.

Correlation 
S&P/ASX 300 0.01

Risk ratio 
Reward to risk ratio 1.33

Annualised standard deviation (%) 8.25

Downside deviation (%) 4.75

Sortino ratio 2.31

Maximum drawdown (%) 9.58

Percentage of positive months (%) 72.73

Fund performance %
(net fees and expenses)

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

2021 -1.61 0.02 0.57 0.33 0.94 0.22

2020 0.01 -1.82 0.22 -4.03 -2.05 -1.28 1.30 -1.67 -0.38 0.84 0.73 -0.05 -8.00

2019 6.16 5.59 2.18 0.83 1.63 2.52 0.37 4.89 -0.04 8.17 2.83 3.89 46.34

2018 0.23 0.86 2.83 4.52 0.93 3.08 3.30 2.86 5.21 0.76 2.16 0.46 30.69

2017 -0.14 2.28 0.29 -0.51 -0.47 0.04 1.86 2.66 5.77 4.90 0.28 1.63 19.98

2016 -0.04 0.03 -4.70 0.17 -0.26 -2.71 0.96 0.21 -2.83 -0.69 0.24 0.75 -8.69

2015 1.41 1.41

Monthly 
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Stay informed at

 kilterrural.com

 linkedin.com/company/ 
 kilter-rural/

The Murray-Darling Basin 
Balanced Water Fund

INVESTOR UPDATE

UNIT PRICE: A$1.96AUM: A$69.92M

JUNE 2021

Contact information

Fund Manager 
Kilter Pty Ltd 
ACN 111 305 349  
Address PO Box 2010, Bendigo DC, 
VICTORIA 3554 AUSTRALIA

Fund Trustee 
Kilter Investments Pty Ltd 
ACN 152 558 113 
AFSL 41 41 42 
Phone +61 3 5444 0112 
Email invest@kilterrural.com

Fund information
Name The Murray-Darling Basin 

Balanced Water Fund

Structure Unit Trust

Domicile Australia

Inception October 2015

Management Fee 0.55% per annum

Trustee Fee 0.15% per annum

Performance Fee 15% per annum

Hurdle Rate 6%

High Water Mark Yes

Minimum investment A$50,000

Administrator Unity Fund Services Pty Ltd

Registrar One Registry Services Pty Ltd

Auditor Pitcher Partners

Sponsor The Nature Conservancy 
Australia

Custodian Sandhurst Trustees Ltd

Legal Advisor McMahon Clarke

Summary data (net)

Month return (%) 1.77

Last three months 
return (%)

3.07

Financial year 
return (%) 

2.76

Rolling 12 months (%) 2.76

Performance since 
inception (%)

99.37

Since inception 
annualised [p.a.] (%)

13.31

The Fund has achieved a 2.8% return for the 2021 
financial year after recording a 1.8% uplift in June. 
The June result benefited from contracted cash 
flow and an upward appreciation in the value of 
multiple entitlement classes held by the Fund.

The Fund is on track to pay a final fully franked 
dividend for the 2021 financial year of at least 
2 cents per unit. Including the interim dividend 
paid in March 2021, this will take the total 2021 
dividend payout to at least 2% of the 30 June 2021 
unit price.

Although allocation prices remained low in recent 
months, most entitlement classes held by the Fund 
experienced uplift over the last four months of the 
financial year. From anecdotal market observations, 
this momentum is expected to continue into 
the new financial year. Recent buoyant trading 
conditions combined with expectations of 
another favourable year ahead have contributed 
to improved farmer optimism and increased 
competitive activity in the entitlement market. 

http://kilterrural.com
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=gf&trkInfo=AQECxNtHUEg68wAAAXK7dWMgUSY1MrJbhVTS_1E_dqWxG3Z3XGvnduUTB1YvtIndFuDmnb1Sm09gkIfz8xle4q7e84YtdUbPmIP6X_849R31UtOohNm2tMSvX2227Xx2N8gMvTA=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fkilter-rural%2F
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=gf&trkInfo=AQECxNtHUEg68wAAAXK7dWMgUSY1MrJbhVTS_1E_dqWxG3Z3XGvnduUTB1YvtIndFuDmnb1Sm09gkIfz8xle4q7e84YtdUbPmIP6X_849R31UtOohNm2tMSvX2227Xx2N8gMvTA=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fkilter-rural%2F
mailto:invest%40kilterrural.com?subject=
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Environmental Water Management

In 2020-21 the Fund made the largest ever donation of 1,800 megalitres 
(ML) for environmental watering. This milestone will soon be eclipsed 
with 2021-22 expected to deliver close to double the 2020-21 volume. 
In coming months updates on both the proposed watering events for 
2021-22 and the environmental outcomes achieved in 2020-21 will be 
provided.

In the interim the following provides a brief summary of both:

• In 2020–21, envirionmental watering projects initiated by the Fund 
delivered water into 11 wetlands which supported river red gum 
communities, provided wetland and stream vegetation, promoted 
waterbird diversity (including Australasian bitterns, painted snipe, 
regent parrots, freckled and pink-eared ducks) and improved 
conditions for small-bodied native fish, including the critically 
endangered Murray Hardyhead. Water was delivered into two 
private property wetlands in the lower Murray to create breeding 
opportunities and support recovery efforts for the endangered 
Southern Bell frog, which falls under the NSW Government’s premier 
Saving Our Species projects.

• For 2021-22, sixteen wetlands along the Murrumbidgee, Murray and 
Lower Baaka valleys have been identified and prioritised to potentially 
receive environmental water. Each potential watering site has been 
subjected to considerable scientific rigour including ranking based on 
ecological value, social and cultural value, and watering needs. Sites 
where threatened species are known to occur, or that contain habitat 
that is essential for threatened species, and sites deemed to be of 
high conservation value have been prioritised over other sites. Sites 
that had been assessed for their Indigenous cultural heritage value 
were also allocated a higher priority.

In any given water year, the annual objectives for environmental waterings 
include:

Native fish objectives
• Create or maximise opportunities to increase the distribution and 

abundance of short to moderate-lived native fish species.

Waterbird objectives
• Maintain the extent and improve condition of waterbird habitats, 

particularly those for threatened species including Painted snipe, 
Australasian bitterns, Brolgas and Freckled duck.

Native vegetation objectives
• Maintain or increase the extent and maintain the viability of non-

woody vegetation, native woodland and shrubland communities 
occurring in wetlands and on floodplains.

Other species
• Maintain and increase number of wetlands to support the threatened 

Southern Bell Frog and other frogs, turtles and other species such as 
Regent parrot and Superb parrot.

Priority ecosystem function objectives
• Provide movement and dispersal opportunities for water dependent 

biota to complete lifecycles and disperse into new habitats.

Figure 1: Middle Wetland after 2020-21 Spring Watering
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New Water Year

The 2021-22 water year opened with the 
allocation determination 38% above the 
previous year and 17% above the 5-year 
average (see Figure 1). Combined with the 
higher levels of carryover this year, the total 
water availability for the new year opened 
76% above last year and 27% above the 
5-year average.

The water allocation price in the Lower Murray 
region opened the new financial year at around 
$190 per megalitre (ML), down $100/ML 
compared to the same time last year. Since the 
opening, this price has softened to $170/ML with 
expectations of above average water availability 
continuing through Winter and Spring. Prices in 
other regions are lower at around $120/ML in 
very light trading volumes.

The Fund’s exposure to the spot allocation 
market remains low with over 70% of the 
entitlement portfolio leased this year at average 
pricing well above current spot prices.

Market Outlook

Having started the year with above-average water availability, allocation 
prices are expected to remain subdued and relatively flat in the short-
term. The direction of the market remains uncertain until it can better 
reconcile the balance between expected increased demand from large 
cotton and rice plantings and the supply position at the end of the Winter/
Spring inflow period. A negative Indian Ocean Dipole is likely to influence 
weather patterns for southern Australia over the coming months leading 
to general forecast consensus of above average Winter and Spring rainfall.

In late June the Victorian Government announced their confirmation of the 
change to the governing rule for how allocation trade is to be conducted 
from the Goulburn system to the Murray system. Overall this inter-valley 
trade (IVT) rule change will reduce the amount of trade opportunity from 
the Goulburn to the Murray. This was expected to be the likely outcome 
as the review of the rule was instigated from observations of high Summer 
flows down the Goulburn River causing riverbank degradation.

The most significant aspect of the rule change is the cessation of trade 
opportunity after 15 December each year until presumably June the 
following year when carryover back-trade should offer some trade 
potential. This means the Goulburn will no longer be an additional supply 

source for the Lower Murray during the hot Summer and early Autumn 
months. Over the past five years this additional supply has averaged close 
to 150 gigalitres (GL) of trade into the Murray between 16 Dec and 
30 April each year. In hotter and drier years, such as 2018-19, the trade 
during this period was close to 200 GL. 

With trade from the Upper Murray to Lower Murray also reduced due to 
recent stricter implementation of its IVT rule, the Lower Murray region is 
becoming increasingly isolated. This leaves the Murrumbidgee system as 
the only other system which can provide consequential additional supply 
to the Lower Murray. However there have been many occasions when this 
supply has not been available due to Murrumbidgee irrigators requiring 
the available supply for their own use. With the substantial increase in high 
value and high water use perennial horticulture crops over recent years 
in the Lower Murray, this renders the Lower Murray more vulnerable to 
higher price differentials, particularly in times of water scarcity. 

The Fund continues to be positioned with high exposure to the Lower 
Murray with High Reliability/Security entitlement and maintains confidence 
that these assets will continue to appreciate over the medium term 
reflecting the dynamics of scarcity and high value enterprise exposure.  

Figure 2: Water Year Opening Allocation Comparison
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Bumper wine crush and California almond growers culling trees

The Fund has considerable counterparty 
exposure to the wine grapes and almond 
industries and the trading conditions of both are 
regularly monitored as part of counterparty risk 
due diligence. Recent market research provides 
reassurance that these industries continue to 
offer solid counterparty viability.

The Australian wine grape industry has 
experienced a ‘unicorn vintage’ for the 2020-21 
season – a vintage where a rare combination 
of events has resulted in an exceptional harvest 
in terms of both yield and quality. A lack of 
heatwaves over Summer, minimal disease 
pressure and good harvest conditions are just 
some of the factors which helped deliver a 
record crush of 2.3 million tonnes. This result is 
30% above the 2019-20 crush and 17% above 
the long-term average of 1.74 million tonnes. 
South Australia was responsible for 52% of the 
crush, followed by New South Wales at 29% 
and Victoria at 17%. Fears that the recent tariff 
increases by China would lead to lower prices 
have not eventuated. Wine exports to China 
only account for around 10% of production at 

120 million litres and whilst these tariffs are no 
doubt hurting specific exporters, prices have 
remained resilient. The total value of the 2020-
21 vintage is estimated to be $1.56 billion, up 
36% or $400 million on the previous year. 

With New Zealand having a low vintage, 
drought affecting the US vintage and indications 
that the French crop could be down 30% due 
to frost, which is more than the entire Australian 
production, there are currently a number of 
factors globally that may be supportive of the 
local industry. Argentina and Chile are expected 
to take up much of the opportunity created 
by China’s tariffs on Australia, leaving gaps in 
their traditional markets. In addition, the new 
free trade agreement with the UK is expected 
to remove existing wine tariffs estimated to 
save the industry $50 million per year. So 
overall there are a number of good reasons for 
optimism.

Conditions have not been so favourable in 
the south-west of the United States, notably 
in California and Nevada, where a severe 
drought continues and is now at an extent 

where the water scarcity is starting to cause 
disruption to almond production (see Figures 
3 to 5). California produces about 80% of the 
global almond supply and last year produced 
a record crop of close to 600 million tonnes 
utilising the largest ever planted acreage. 
However, with the current drought coming 
not long after the previous 2012-16 drought, 
some almond growers have started culling 
some of their orchards and re-assessing their 
future crop options. Other crops including rice 
and cotton have also seen steep declines in 
plantings this year.

This is expected to result in positive outcomes 
for Australian producers, as according to 
the CEO of the Almond Board of California, 
“world-wide demand certainly isn’t satiated”. 
Australian almond exports are up 54% year 
on year (March – April) and recent producer 
commentary reports that the drought in 
California has already pushed up almond 
prices by between 5% and 10% over the past 
six weeks.

Figure 3: Extent of US Drought (Source: US Drought Monitor) Figure 4: Oroville Lake, California (26 June 2021)

Figure 5: Drought is causing some farmers to cull their almond orchards (Source: Wall Street Journal)
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Disclaimer 
The information contained in this report and appendices is general information only about The Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water Fund (Fund) and does not take into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or 
needs. You should seek appropriate professional advice if, as a result of reviewing this information, you are deciding whether to invest, remain in, or invest further, into the Fund. You should otherwise make your own independent 
investigation and analysis regarding any information contained in this report. This report may include forward looking statements which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and factors beyond the control of the 
Fund’s trustee, its officers, employees and agents that cause the actual results or outcomes to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. Past performance is also no indication 
or guarantee of future performance. To the extent applicable. Kilter Investments Pty Ltd reaffirms the disclaimer information included in the information memorandum for the Fund dated 27 January 2021, as amended from time 
to time. The information provided in this report is private and confidential and should not be provided to third parties without the consent of the Trustee.

Strategy
The Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water 
Fund invests in permanent water rights 
in in the southern Murray-Darling Basin. 
It provides the first opportunity in Australia 
to achieve the multiple objectives of securing 
water for agriculture, realising a financial 
return and restoring threatened wetlands 
through a single investment.

Manager Background
Kilter Pty Ltd (trading as Kilter Rural) was 
founded in 2004. Kilter Rural’s purpose is to 
build long-term value for investors through 
resilient farmland and water investments. 
It is one of Australia’s largest water fund 
managers, and manages more than $500m 
of water, farmland and ecosystem assets. 
An information memorandum for The 
Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water 
Fund was approved and released on 
27 January 2021.

Correlation 
S&P/ASX 300 0.01

Risk ratio 
Reward to risk ratio 1.36

Annualised standard deviation (%) 8.20

Downside deviation (%) 4.75

Sortino ratio 2.34

Maximum drawdown (%) 9.58

Percentage of positive months (%) 73.13

Fund performance %
(net fees and expenses)

Year Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun YTD

FY2021 1.30 -1.67 -0.38 0.84 0.73 -0.05 -1.61 0.02 0.57 0.33 0.94 1.77 2.76

FY2020 0.37 4.89 -0.04 8.17 2.83 3.89 0.01 -1.82 0.22 -4.03 -2.05 -1.28 11.07

FY2019 3.30 2.86 5.21 0.76 2.16 0.46 6.16 5.59 2.18 0.83 1.63 2.52 39.10

FY2018 1.86 2.66 5.77 4.90 0.28 1.63 0.23 0.86 2.83 4.52 0.93 3.08 33.65

FY2017 0.96 0.21 -2.83 -0.69 0.24 0.75 -0.14 2.28 0.29 -0.51 -0.47 0.04 0.04

FY2016      1.41 -0.04 0.03 -4.70 0.17 -0.26 -2.71 -6.08

Monthly 
Returns
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